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Village’s Profile
Source: Head of Abang District

Tista village is located at Abang
District of Karangasem Regency of
Bali, which is about 82 km NorthEast of U Paasha Seminyak. When
Gelgel Kingdom ruled in eastern
part of Bali, there were 4 villages
next to the Lempuyang hill named:
Got Tirta, Purwayu, Jumetra, and
Garbawana. Each village has its
own Bale Agung and Kahyangan
Tiga with wide autonomy scale as
well.
Got Tirta’s name develops and
changed become Tista, the year of
change is uncertain, most likely for
easier pronunciation. In the Tista
Village, there are sacred objects or
commonly called by Peturunan:
Meru Batu and Selonding.

Furthermore the King of
Karangasem united some villages:
Tista, Purwayu, Jumetra (Ngis) and
Garbawana (Basangalas) became
Perbekelan Tista Village. Along
with the development and the
population growth Tista Village
was divided into 2 (two) villages,
which are: Tista Village that consist
of 6 (six) Banjar (Br. Tista Gede,
Br. Tista Pasek, Br. Central Tista,
Br. Ancut, Br. Magetelu, and Br.
Batumadeg). & Tribuana Village as
expansion of the village and consist
of 5 Banjar (Br. Crying Kaler, Br.
Crying Kelod, Br. Purwayu, Br.
Basangalas Kawan, and Br.
Basangalas Kangin).

Cow farm
Most of the populations have Cow
farm that used to help them when
work in the field or for sale as well.

Kitchen Tools
Kitchen tools used are old fashioned
and “rotten”, made of wood and
stones arranged in such way to create a
stove.
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QUESTIONNAIRE OF VILLAGE’S
DATA

General Village Description
Tista Village located in the Abang
District of Karangasem Regency and
has 690,490 hectares area in total

SCHOOL DROP – OUT

Village Mission

There are 5 persons out of school
due to insufficient financial reason
(2 male and 3 female), age between
12-15 years.

Based on the vision of Development
of Tista Village as explained above,
there are 5 (five) MISSIONS
DEVELOPMENT 2010-2014
appointed:
1. Improving and increasing the
facilities and infrastructure
needed to enhance the
human resources qualities
through education and
training.
2. Coordinate with the
agricultural instructor to
improve the agricultural
output.
3. Increasing the agricultural
business cycle.
4. Improving and managing
village Revenue (PAD)
5. Achieving good and health
governance through the
implementation of regional
autonomy

Village Vision
The Village Potential
TOTAL POPULATION OF 273
PERSON

44%
121 are male with the occupations as
farmer, breeder, carpenter, carver and
unskilled labor.

56%
154 are female with the occupations as
artisan and small trader.

"To become an independent village by
building and creating adequate
facilities and infrastructure in all
fields, focusing on agriculture"
Current:
1. Over the years Tista Village
holds the title as “red areas”
or poor category. A title that
is an irony, where actually the
village has sufficient natural
resources but the concern,
however it needs more
support from the government
or outside party.
2. The occupation and
subsistence of the populations
in general are in agricultural
as farmers and breeder in
small scale.

Five missions (Principal Agenda) of
Tista Village 2010-2014 as above,
furthermore will be implemented into
development programs to be achieved
within next 5 years.
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DONATION DETAILS:
U Paasha Seminyak Hotel, through its corporate social responsibility known as U Make a Difference (UMD) has
approached the village where the UMD committee did a thorough research on the support we can extend with
optimum impact, short and long term. Below is the summary of areas we plan as our donation:
A. BASIC NEEDS – WATER SUPPLY
The village is located in a valley and dependent on natural water source, which is located up in the higher ground
(hill). Therefore, water flow is on gravitational and this has some serious challenges like:
1. The water tank is not sufficient in capacity
2. The pipe too small to cope to handle the required volume
3. The distribution is not dependable – one 1 pump is available (deep well) not working properly.

Water tank 2200 liter
Submersible Pump Machine 500 meter
Pipe 1,5 dim 600 meter - 150 pcs
Shock (pipe 1,5 dim)
Knee (pipe 1,5 dim)
Roof water tank control
Saw - 10 pcs
WLC (Groundtank control)
Pipe Glue
Cable – 600 meter
Water barel – 130 ltr – 110 pcs
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Current Water Instalation – Desa Tista, Br. Ancut, Karangasem - Bali
Pipe ¾” – 500
mtr
Tank
1100 Ltr

Distribution
to village

Tank 5000 Ltr

NB:
1. Current water tank used is 1100 ltr capacity
2. Pipe along 500 mtr used to distributed water from the water
tank 1100 ltr to the ground tank 5000 ltr still use ¾” pipe.
3. Water distribution from the water tank 1100 ltr is still fully
rely on the power of gravitaion
4. There are no Automatic control installed in each water tank

Deep Well

Underground water sources
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The total population of Banjar Ancut, Tista Village, Abang District of Karangasem Regency is 111 families with
275 people in total and most of them are poor in economy field. Clean water supply is one of the major challenge
the village is facing currently. The current water supply is not dependable and it is only reachable to 50 householders
with inconsistent supply while remaining 61 householders are still having trouble to get the clean water supply. Our
project will improve the overall water supply system which includes improvement of the pipe, water reservoir tank, as
well as the pump. These will be funded by our UMD fund, while the work will be carried by the village community.
B. BASIC NEEDS – COOKINGWARE AND UTENSILS
The cooking process is using poor pans and pots and lack of hygiene, therefore we plan to replace some of these
items for a better day to day living especially in preparing their meals/nutrition.
Items:
Spoons
: 111 dozen
Frying spatula
: 111 pcs
Plates
: 56 dozen
Glass
: 56 dozen
Frying Pan
: 111 pcs
Pans
: 111 pcs
Rice Spoons/Sup
: 111 pcs
Foldable mattress
: 111 pcs (dacron) size 120 x 200
Water Bucket 130 ltr : 111 pcs – as individual family’s water storage from the main source
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C. FARMING – MACHINERY AND TOOLS
In the view of helping the community in their crops, we plan to provide some basic tools and machinery.
Farming boots
: 61 pairs
Hand hoes
: 111 pcs
Hand plough tractor : 1 unit
Chain saw machine : 1 unit

D. SPIRITUAL NEEDS – TEMPLE SUPPLIES
100 meters of Wastra
58 pcs of Umbul – umbul
100 meters of Ider – ider
100 meters Sabuk
40 pcs Tedung
The above are to be used for ceremonies in the Pura Desa or Banjar there are in Ancut village, Karangasem.
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E. OTHERS
111 pcs Blankets
111 pcs Sarong / Batik Cloths
50 pairs Slippers
111 pcs UMD Polo Shirt
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Polo Shirt given to the villagers:
Front part depicts the U Paasha logo while the back side is a sketch of common scene in Bali,
where people go to ceremony with offerings, with wordings “Tat Twam Asi”

The writing in Balinese reads Tat Twam Asi, a phrase that widely used in the Balinese community. Tat Twam Asi
(Sanskrit Tat Tvam Asi) can simply be translated to togetherness.
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Tista village is about 90km (3 hours’ drive) from U Paasha Seminyak towards North East.
The coordinate is at 8.22'33.99" S and 115.36'42.77" E. In this map, north is at top side.

Mount Serayu is seen behind Tista village. In this map, north is at the left side.
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DOCUMENTATION – VILLAGE SURVEY
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U MAKE A DIFFERENCE
THE COMMITTEE
Advisor

Gindo Sianturi

(General Manager)

Committee

Wayan Eka Putra Juliawan
Olivia Sonata
Putu Iwan Juliartha
Putu Edi Arianto
Irsa Estiana
Lidya Angelina Rinaldy
Anak Agung Pitri Udayani

(Human Resources Manager)
(Assistant Finance Controller)
(Executive Housekeeping)
(Chief Engineer)
(Executive Assistant to GM)
(PR and Marcom Manager)
(HR Officer)

Sub-Committee

Iwan Purwanto
Bangkit Harry Nurbito
Devi Anggraini
A.A. Gede Taskara Maguna
Eris

(Finance Controller)
(Revenue Manager)
(Front Office Manager)
(Executive Chef)
(Restaurant and Bar Manager)

